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Shaping the Word of God: Visual Codifications
of the Qur’an between 1000 and 1700
SIMON RETTIG

Today, a printed copy of the Qur’an looks disnctly unlike any other pe of book wrien in Arabic
script.1 e Holy Book of Islam, the Word of God for Muslims, oen is published in a single volume,
with a dense display of text on the page and a limited selecon of standardized fonts: naskh for
the text, thuluth for the chapter (sura) tles. e modern, mass-produced mushaf (plural: masahif),
the Arabic word for a wrien copy of the Qur’an, is a singular book object, unique in sle and
format. When Muslims and non-Muslims alike are asked to picre the Qur’an, oen what comes
to mind is an austere book, with both text and decorave elements rendered in black and white.
Such elements include the opening double-page spread with the first sura on the right and the
beginning of the second chapter on the le page. All the subsequent chapter tles are presented in
framed and decorated headings (unwan). e text on every page is also enclosed in a simple framing
border. roughout the book, inscribed medallions in the margins indicate divisions of the text.
Appearing oen, though not always, are numerical markers of the thir-secon divisions (juz;
plural: ajza’), and more occasionally their subdivisions: rub‘ (quarter), nisf (half), thalatha arba‘ (threefourths) as well as the fourteen indicaons of prosaon (sajda). Finally, small, idencal devices
inserted in the text separate verses (aya) and present the posion number of the preceding aya.
Such is the standard presentaon of the modern printed Qur’an. It originated with the Cairo
edion established under King Fu’ad I of Egypt in 1923–24 and printed in Giza (fig. 1).2 Although
it is not the oldest printed version of the Qur’an in existence, the Cairo edion has had a ndamental impact on the prinng of the Qur’an through to the present day, for it adopted only one of
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1.
Printed Qur’an, suras
7:203–207, 8:1–9.
Egypt, Cairo, Bulaq,
1924, pp. 226–27.
William Smith Morton
Library, Union
Presbyterian Seminary.

the canonical variant readings qira’a (pl. qira’at).3 Less acknowledged, however, is the way the Cairo
edi on affected the look of subsequent edi ons with its fixed visual canon through the choices
of fonts, formats, and decorated devices. e physical appearance of the Cairo edi on fits into the
long adi on of handwrien copies of the Qur’an, and it falls within the produc on of masahif
characterized by a plain layout and created on a large scale, par cularly in the sixteenth- and
seventeenth-cenry Ooman and Safavid Empires. 4 Yet the process of standardiza on started
cenries before and can be seen as the ul mate outcome of different visual solu ons that oen
were used simultaneously.
is essay examines the physical changes to the mushaf between the year 1000, when rounded
cursive scripts first were used to copy the Word of God, and the 1700s. During this period,
regional, culral, and ar s c factors resulted in mul ple visual presenta ons of the Qur’an, with
a considerable varie¦ of formats, page layouts, and scripts, all underlined and enhanced by lavish
illumina ons, a quali¦ that modern copies of the Qur’an do not convey. e rela vely somber
and standardized appearance of the Qur’an we now perceive was unknown un l modern mes.

From the Line to the Page: Calligraphy and the Text Area
As scholars have long acknowledged, several changes and innova ons led to cri cal ansforma ons
of Qur’an codices in the tenth and eleventh cenries: the inoduc on of paper, which gradually
replaced parchment; the ansi on from angular to rounded cursive scripts; and the switch in
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orientaon from a horizontal to a vercal format.5 It is sll unclear what kind of impact these three
developments had on each other, but they certainly may have been intertwined. is development
is parcularly illusated in manuscripts copied in the New Sle scripts (also called eastern kufic or
broken kufic).6 Prior to the rise of the New Sle in the tenth cenry, most Qur’ans were produced
in a horizontal format on parchment leaves and penned in a wide varie of angular kufic scripts.7
With only a few words per page and disnct spacing between leers and words, some of these
Qur’ans must have been enormous and composed of several thousand folios. ey likely served
not only as aide-mémoire, as has been argued, but also to express the paon’s presge.8
e evoluon of calligraphy was certainly another cause of the mushaf’s ansformaon.
Wrien sources atibute the calligraphic reform to Abu Ali Ibn Muqla (died 940), who elaborated
the canon of the “proporoned script” (al-kha al-mansub).9 It was neither a sudden nor a swi¦
revoluon but a slow process during which different formats with various calligraphic sles
were used at the same me. For instance, most early examples in the New Sle — regardless of
the manuscript dimensions or the placement of the text — have a few lines per page, generally
three, five, or seven, following the older adion of copies in the early Abbasid kufic script. is
can be seen on small parchment copies atibuted to the tenth cenry, such as a juz (cat. 11) with
four lines per page, and on later manuscripts on paper from eleventh-cenry eastern Iran, like
a secon of the Qur’an (cat. 16) with five lines and another one with four lines (cat. 17). Codices
from the late tenth cenry onward show the dominance of the vercal format; yet the oblong
shape was sll in use, as exemplified by a four-volume mushaf on paper completed in Isfahan in
993–94 (AH 383) by Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Yasin (cat. 12). ese examples demonsate not
only the persistence of the older adion, although the Isfahan copy may be a unicum, but also
the conservasm that characterized the producon of Qur’anic manuscripts.10
e rn of the tenth cenry witnessed a emendous burst of experimentaon. Indeed, it
was one of the most creave periods in the history of the Islamic arts of the book, a moment embodied by Abu al-Hasan Ali ibn Hilal, known as Ibn al-Bawwab (died 1022). Acve in Baghdad,
he was the calligrapher responsible for the oldest extant Qur’an in cursive script.11 Dated 1001 (AH
391), the manuscript embodies Ibn al-Bawwab’s achievements. Following Ibn Muqla’s method, he
success¸lly codified the script by combining harmoniously fluid sokes with the principles of
geomey that had been applied to earlier angular kufic scripts. Furthermore, his Qur’an was the
first to employ a consistent system of diacrical dots above or below the eighteen leer shapes
(graphemes) of the Arabic alphabet as well as signs of vocalizaon.12 Even more so than his illusious predecessor, Ibn al-Bawwab was praised as a paragon in later eases on calligraphy.
Considered the epitome of exaordinary arsc skills and moral vires, he became a model for
other calligraphers to emulate. Ibn al-Bawwab composed his own ease on calligraphy and
evenally became associated with the codificaon of round cursive scripts later known as the “six
pens” (al-aqlam al-sia).13 ese can be divided into two groups based on their sokes — either “wet”
(round), i.e., thuluth, tawqi‘ and riqa‘, or “dry” (reclinear), i.e., naskh, muhaqqaq, and rayhan. ey also
can be paired, one as a majuscule form of a similar sle and the other as a minuscule one: thuluth
with naskh, muhaqqaq with rayhan, riqa‘ with tawqi‘. By the early twel¦h cenry, cursive scripts
were used to copy the Qur’an almost everywhere in the cenal and eastern Islamic lands, but in
Iran the New Sle connued to be equally favored.
A Qur’anic manuscript in the Museum of Turkish and Islamic Arts (TIEM), includes an altered
colophon with the forged signare of Ibn al-Bawwab, the date of 1010 (AH 401), and the ci of
Baghdad as the place of compleon (cat. 13, fig. 2). A close look at the colophon reveals the name
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2.
Single-volume Qur’an,
suras 23:72–24:8.
Calligrapher Abu’lQasim Ali ibn Abdallah.
Probably eastern Iran or
present-day Afghanistan,
Ghaznavid period,
ca. 1020–30. Museum of
Turkish and Islamic Arts,
TIEM 449, ff. 81b-82a
(cat.13).

of the original calligrapher of this manuscript — Abu’l-Qasim Ali ibn Abdallah. Ac¡ve in the first
half of the eleventh cen£ry, he signed at least one other copy of a Qur’an.14 ¤e TIEM manuscript
is copied in a script similar but less fluid than Ibn al-Bawwab’s, and the text is more densely organized. Each page comprises twenª-three lines, but they are lightened by the regulariª of the script
and the even spacing between le«ers and words, which all con¬ibute to the legibiliª of the text.
One major if not °ndamental outcome of cursive scripts was the evolu¡on of the text area
(matn) with the implementa¡on of a ruling board (mistara). ¤reads — usually of silk — were s¬etched
and put at regular intervals on a cardboard. ¤e sheet of paper then was rubbed on the mistara,
and the threads le± an imprint in light relief; they provided the baseline on which the calligrapher
placed the wri¡ng.15 ¤e same mistara generally was used for an en¡re manuscript. ¤e script(s)
selected for each Qur’anic copy dictated the distance between two lines, and thus they regulated
not only the format and dimensions but also the layout of the matn and ul¡mately the overall look
of the codex. Moreover, by playing with the elonga¡on (mashq) of some le«ers and the spacing, the
calligrapher determined the visual aspect of the line and by extension the en¡re text area on the
page. ¤e choice of script and the calligrapher’s abiliª to adapt it to the cons¬aints of the Qur’anic
text even£ally provided each copy with its own dis¡nc¡ve visual iden¡ª.
In the second half of the thirteenth cen£ry, the celebrated Yaqut al-Musta‘simi (died circa 1298),
who later received the honorific ¡tle “cynosure of the calligraphers” (qiblat al-kuab), recodified Ibn
al-Bawwab’s “six scripts.”16 Numerous examples copied by him in naskh or rayhan are known, as are a
greater number of manuscripts with forged signa£res. As exemplified by one Qur’an dated 1286–87
(AH 685), Yaqut’s rayhan is finer and more balanced than that of Ibn al-Bawwab and his contemporaries, probably because of the way he ¬immed his pen (cat. 21, fig. 3). ¤e grace and fluidiª of his
sªle also result from the combina¡on of the even spacing and care°l ¬anscrip¡on of each le«er
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and word. Furthermore, there are fewer lines on the page (fieen versus twen-three), although
the text area in the previously menoned Qur’an by Abu’l-Qasim Ali (cat. 13) and in Yaqut’s Qur’an
have similar proporons.
Both the rayhan and naskh scripts were considered well suited for “small” format copies, at
which Yaqut excelled.17 As such, Yaqut’s sle not only was admired, it was emulated, especially
in fieenth-cenry Iran during the rule of the Timurids, and the Qaraqoyunlu and Aqqoyunlu
Turkmen dynases (cat. 35, 36). For example, Shams al-Baysunghuri, a famous calligrapher acve
at the Herat-based court of the Timurid prince Baysunghur (died 1433), signed a sumpous Qur’an
in naskh (cat. 33), which follows Yaqut in sle and layout.18 It was among the O¥omans that the
naskh sle of the Yaqu ¦adion, however, became the favorite script for copying Qur’ans. In the
early phase of what became known as the O¥oman school of calligraphy, Shaykh Hamdullah (died
1520), a master calligrapher par excellence, who was acve under Bayezid II (reigned 1481–1512),
recodified Yaqut’s naskh. Aer 1500, the vast majori of O¥oman Qur’ans were copied in the
manner of Shaykh Hamdullah.19 Whether a Quran was of modest (cat. 56) or large dimensions (cat.
63), the zone of text usually comprised thirteen or fieen lines, following the O¥oman master’s
standards for naskh script.
Among the “six sles,” thuluth and muhaqqaq are considered to be large-size scripts. uluth oen
was used for architecral inscripons and because of its monumental character was favored for
sura tles and inscripons in illuminaons, as for instance in Ibn al-Bawwab’s Qur’an. Nevertheless,
some deluxe copies were copied in thuluth, oen in gold. °e oldest-known example was completed
in 1028 (AH 419) by Husayn ibn Abdallah (cat. 14), most certainly in the Famid capital of Cairo, the
rival ci to Abbasid Baghdad. °e evenly spaced and consistent lines of text, which number nine
per page, unfold elegantly across the page. °e rasm (consonantal skeleton) is chrysographed (wri¥en
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3.
Single-volume Qur’an,
suras 19:76–20:26.
Calligrapher Yaqut
al-Musta‘simi. Iraq,
Baghdad, Il-Khanid
period, 1286–87.
Museum of Turkish and
Islamic Arts, TIEM 507,
ff. 124b-125a (cat. 21).
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4.
Single-volume Qur’an,
suras 26:156–84,
23:10–24:5. Calligrapher
Zarin Qalam. Probably
Iran, Seljuq period, 1186.
Chester Beay Library,
Is 1438, ff. 124b-125a.

in gold) and outlined in black, while the diacrical dots and vowels are marked in red; other signs
of vocalizaon appear in blue and in a color that now is oxidized. Later examples — a Mamluk copy
from Cairo (cat. 37) dated 1313–14 (AH 713) and an Ooman mushaf from circa 1460 (cat. 54) — were
both copied with eleven lines per page. Monumental and majesc by nare, muhaqqaq became the
favorite script for copying Qur’ans beginning in the thirteenth cenry. It was widely used in Iran
under the Mongols and their successors, the Timurids (circa 1370–1506) and Safavids (1501–1722);
in Egypt under the Mamluks (1250–1517); and in Ooman Anatolia unl the late sixteenth cenry.
Manuscripts of the Qur’an in muhaqqaq, more so than in any other s¦le, show a great varie¦ of text
layouts and number of lines, with five (cat. 19, 20), seven (cat. 53), nine (cat. 52), or ten (cat. 44, 46).
©e close relaonship between the text area and the calligraphy highlights the pivotal role of
the calligrapher in the overall concepon of the mushaf: the selecon of one script over another
ulmately dictates the mistara. It is thus no surprise that parcular proporons, such as the Pythagorean and golden rectangles, were preferred for the wrien surface. 20 ©ere were most certainly
regional preferences as well. For example, beginning in the sixteenth cenry, manuscripts from
Safavid Iran (cat. 52) and Ooman Turkey (cat. 56) somemes had a double-square format, which
also can be seen in secular manuscripts, notably literary works.21
By the second half of the twel±h cenry, calligraphers developed more complex text layouts
by combining several scripts on a page.22 An early example is a Qur’an (fig. 4) dated August 3, 1186
(AH 15 Jumada I 582) by Abd al-Rahman ibn Abi Bakr ibn Abd al-Rahim, beer known as Zarin
Qalam (“Golden Pen”).23 Each page has nineteen lines of text; the first, tenth, and nineteenth lines
are wrien in large and bold muhaqqaq, and the two blocks sandwiched in between each comprise
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eight lines in smaller rayhan. e three lines in muhaqqaq occupy more of the horizontal space,
expanding into both lateral margins, while the two blocks are compressed. As a result, the ruling
does not have two lateral vercal lines but four. is inicate composion created an unprecedented
visual dynamism in the Qur’anic text. e elaborate system was used at least unl the sixteenth
cenry for deluxe copies, mainly in Iran and Turkey. A Qur’an atibuted to Abdallah al-Sayrafi,
one of the famous “six sdents” of Yaqut al-Musta‘simi (cat. 25) is a highly refined example and
follows the model implemented by Zarin Qalam. It also feares lines of text in different colors;
the middle one in large muhaqqaq is wri¤en in gold, and the two upper and lower lines are in black,
as are the three lines in naskh in the two middle blocks. e sura tles, wri¤en in a very elegant
kufic, alternate in blue, black, and gold. is Qur’an differs from Zarin Qalam’s copy, however, in
that every line has the same horizontal length. Numerous later examples a¤est to the success of
this layout formula, especially in Iran. An interesng example from the O¤oman Empire is a copy
by Khalil Allah ibn Mahmud Shah, completed in September 1517 (AH Ramadan 923), probably in
Istanbul (cat. 55). Wri¤en enrely in gold, it was laid out following a pa¤ern similar to the one used
by Zarin Qalam, i.e., alternang three large thuluth lines with two blocks of midsized muhaqqaq.
e simultaneous use of several scripts on the page was also favored in sixteenth-cenry Safavid
Iran, where copies with this layout were produced, notably by Ruzbihan Muhammad al-Tab‘i, the
famous calligrapher/illuminator from Shiraz.24
Calligraphy thus played a cenal role in determining the Qur’anic text’s parcular formal
and visual sucre. Moreover, Qur’ans copied by famous calligraphers were not ordinary manuscripts and o²en were commissioned by the elite. In addion to represenng human a¤empts to
anscribe the Divine Message, these codices were considered the calligraphers’ tours de force. As
Vlad Atanasiu notes, “Qur’anic specificies sike as arsc exploits. As such they are efficient
embodiments of the theological concept of the inimitabili¶ (i’ajaz) of the Qur’an, which usually
refers to its content and language, but under the paonage of calligraphers extends to script.”25
is idea of inimitabili¶ extended to the page and the text area, for it was the calligrapher who
gave the mushaf its physical appearance.

e Qur’anic Codex and the Design of the Page
e development of Qur’anic cursive scripts in the early eleventh cenry was accompanied by another major technological modificaon: the replacement of parchment with paper.26 e two changes
paved the way for the producon of a mushaf in a single-volume codex, such as Ibn al-Bawwab’s
Qur’an and the copies by his contemporary Abu’l-Qasim Ali ibn Abdallah (cat. 13). With fi²een
to twen¶-five lines per page, resulng in more than 100 words, such codices consisted of 150 to
300 folios, a formidable economy when compared to earlier enormous volumes.27 Even with the
possibili¶ of creang single-volume Qur’ans, mulple sets, which were divided according to juz,
connued to enjoy great populari¶. Some were small, such as an eleventh-cenry example from
Iran (cat. 17); others were large, as is exemplified by a copy made in Timurid Shiraz in the 1430s
(cat. 31, 32; fig. 5). Sets of half juz — i.e., Qur’ans divided in six¶ parts (hizb) — also exist, although
they are rarer and usually have modest dimensions (cat. 16).28 Somemes, the text was divided
into seven parts (sub‘ or manzil), each seventh intended for a different day of the week.29
Other divisions of the Qur’an were used less frequently. Examples include the two-volume
format, which seems to have been popular from the eleventh through the thirteenth cenry,
as demonsated by a set dated 1028 (AH 419) from Famid Egypt (cat. 14), a second volume in
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5.
Twen-fourth section of
a thir-part Qur’an, sura
39:32–39. Iran, probably
Shiraz, Timurid period,
ca. 1430–40. Museum of
Turkish and Islamic Arts,
TIEM 565, ff. 1b-2a.

the New Sle probably originang from the Ghaznavid sultanate in eastern Iran (cat. 15), and a
sumpous two-part Qur’an (cat. 19) made in Baghdad in 1204 (AH 600). Occasionally Qur’ans in
four parts (one for each week of the month) were also produced, especially in the eastern Islamic
world. e set completed in Isfahan in 993–94 (AH 383) is an early example of this pe (cat. 12).
More unusual are copies in three volumes, such as the sets copied, illuminated, and bound by
Mahmud ibn Ramadan and at¤ibuted to Seljuq Anatolia, circa 1280 (cat. 20).
Between the late tenth/early eleventh cenry and the end of the fiªeenth cenry, Qur’anic
codices were primarily produced in two formats: single-volume Qur’ans with relavely modest
dimensions and large-size copies in thir volumes. e producon of volumes in two, three, four,
seven, or other secons may indicate occasional and special commissions rather than a broader
¤end. Yet regional, dynasc, or sectarian, preferences certainly may have influenced the physical
s¤ucre of the mushaf. In Iran and Anatolia for instance, this two-fold producon of Qur’ans was
parcularly prevalent, and it primarily reflected the desnaon of the copies: following the format
developed by Ibn al-Bawwab, small codices were made for private consumpon. Large codices
divided into ajza’ — which exemplified pa¤onage of the elite, especially during the reigns of the
Il-Khanids and their successors — were meant for public display and use.30 In Syrian and Egypan
Mamluk regions, however, large-size, single volumes — combining the essenal characteriscs
of the two aforemenoned mushaf formats — were preferred for both private and public usage.31
Aªer about 1500, the single-volume mushaf predominantly became the favored format.
If mul-set Qur’ans were sll common in the fiªeenth cenry, their producon dramacally
decreased in Safavid Iran and the O³oman Turkey, notably in Anatolia, in the following cenry.
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Yet, many of the single-volume masahif indicate divisions, especially the juz and its subdivisions,
with decorave devices (marginal medallions and cartouches), a system that had been implemented
as early as the year 1000.
In single volumes, division of the text into two, three, four, or seven secons was indicated
with lavish illuminated borders. e two-volume Famid Qur’an (cat. 14) is an early example
divided into four parts: in each volume, the cenal double page is eated the same way as the
opening and closing folios. is idea of a single mushaf presenng the seconal divisions seems to
reflect regional or dynasc ends, as demonsated by a group of large Qur’ans from the Safavid
period. In these examples, the two-part divisions (cat. 44, 47, 49, 50) and, to a lesser extent, the
four-part divisions (cat. 46) are marked with elaborate illuminated double-page borders. As a result,
the illuminaons, whose primary ncon is to enhance the Word of God, now also focus the
reader’s a¢enon on the physical suc£re of the codex and offer them different visual elements
to locate their place within the codex.32
e Qur’anic text is connuous, and there are no disrupons between the first and last suras.
Much like “steps,” one of the meanings of the word sura, the chapters follow each other on the page.
In other words, the beginning of a sura always dovetails the end of the previous one. A chapter
does not appear at the top of a new page if the previous chapter does not end at the bo¢om of the
previous page, because that would interrupt the text. As a result, at the end of the Qur’an, readers
see several of the shortest suras on the same page. To indicate the separaon between chapters,
illuminators marked the earliest copies with simple, narrow decorated bands. Beginning in the
ninth cen£ry, the bands were replaced with larger, illuminated rubrics that provide the tle of the
sura they precede (cat. 9).33 Somemes the tle has no decoraon and is simply wri¢en out (cat. 22,
fig. 6, and cat. 60). In these instances, it appears in a different script than the one used for the Qur’anic

6.
Single-volume Qur’an,
suras 67:25–68:2.
Calligrapher Ferhad
Pasha. Probably Turkey,
Istanbul, O¢oman
period, 1571. Museum of
Turkish and Islamic Arts,
TIEM 388, f. 424a.

text and in a different color, usually in gold. Most o®en, sura headings
are inserted into an illuminated panel. Apart from small roundels or
rose¢es that separate verses, they are the only illuminated elements
in the text area, and their size and overall design are determined by
and based on the layout of the text area. In other words, the grid of
the mistara not only provides the lines for the text but also for the
illuminaon design. Within a manuscript, the height of the rubrics
can vary, and they can occupy a space corresponding to one, two, or
three lines of text.
Illuminaon played an essenal role in the opening folios of
the Qur’an codex. As the point of eny into the text, the first sura,
al-Faha, and the beginning of the second one, sura al-Baqara, were
the focus of special a¢enon and care. From the early eleventh
cen£ry (cat. 13) to the thirteenth cen£ry (cat. 21), the arrangement
followed the scheme used for the whole codex: al-Faha and the first
verses of al-Baqara are displayed on the same page, i.e., the verso of
the first folio; and the facing page, i.e., the recto of the second folio,
presents al-Baqara’s subsequent verses. e double page is set in illuminated borders, but the presentaon of the text is idencal to that
of the rest of the volume. A®er the fourteenth cen£ry, the verses
of suras 1 and 2 follow a disnct layout, which was widely adopted
throughout the Islamic world. Occupying a narrower space, the text
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now is set in broader illuminated frames. Usually, the first chapter is on the right, with its seven
verses arranged in four lines, and some mes, as in some examples from the Timurid period, there
may be as many as seven lines. e end of the Qur’an received similar aen on, oen mirroring
the opening. e closing double page, with its sequence of short chapters, is at mes inserted into
an illuminated border similar to the one at the beginning of the volume (cat. 55). Frequently, the
last double page, however, is less exuberantly illuminated. In mul volume Qur’ans, each sec on
(juz) begins with an iden cal opening, both in terms of number of lines and illuminated frames (cat.
31, 32; fig. 5). e calligraphy, the illumina on, and their placement on the page, therefore, lend the
manuscript a visual coherence. Whether created as a single or mul ple volumes, there is a song
sense of formal uni in the overall concep on — from the choice of script and the layout of the
words to the arrangement of the codex as a whole.
e complex design of the manuscript and the rela onship between calligraphy, illumina on,
and layout underscore the cri cal role of the makers. One individual occasionally served both as
calligrapher and illuminator, although this occurred more frequently before 1400 than in later
cen¤ries.34 As already men oned, Mahmud ibn Ramadan copied, illuminated, and even bound a
three-volume copy of the Qur’an (cat. 20), probably in thirteenth-cen¤ry Anatolia. In the early
fourteenth cen¤ry, however, the Islamic world witnessed the increased professionaliza on of
the arts of the book, and deluxe Qur’ans were produced collabora vely in workshops.35 Who then
decided how a mushaf should look? Did a single person develop the overall design, or was it the
work of a team? Furthermore, these skilled ar sts produced copies of the Qur’an as well as literary
manuscripts for the court and members of the elite, drawing on a shared language of design. In
other words, a mushaf and a divan (collec on of poey) may have wrien surfaces of analogous
propor ons and show similar sles of illumina on. Scholars, however, have rarely focused on
the growing visual rela onship between Qur’ans and secular manuscripts aer the fieenth
cen¤ry in Iran and Turkey.36 An excep onal Qur’an, completed in 1538 (AH 945) by Shah Mahmud
Nishapuri, a calligrapher working in the Safavid royal atelier, exemplifies this convergence of
produc on.37 Copied in nasta‘liq, a script that was developed in Iran for wri ng Persian poey, this
Qur’an integrates fea¤res of literary and Qur’anic manuscripts. On the page that presents the last
sura and the beginning of an eulogy to Ali ibn Abi Talib, for example (fig. 7), the text in Arabic is
en rely vocalized as it is in every Qur’an, while the eulogy, composed in Persian, is not, because
vowels are never noted in Persian. It is preceded by an illuminated unwan, narrower than the sura
headings, which gives the name of the illuminator, Hasan al-Baghdadi. e text area is sprinkled
with gold, similar to any deluxe manuscript produced in princely and royal workshops, and is set
in gilded and colored rulings, a common fea¤re in both Qur’anic and literary works. Although
Shah Mahmud’s mushaf is not the only copy to incorporate visual elements from secular texts, it is
one of the finest copies to commingle the two adi ons in such an original and seamless manner.

Saddling the Ruled Border: e Sacred and the Profane
In every manuscript, the page layout (mise-en-page) invariably follows the same paern: the matn
is not displayed at the exact center of the page. Instead, it is placed closer to the spine, leaving more
space on the three outer margins (hashiyya). is was done more for prac cal than aesthe c reasons
and kept the text as safe as possible from external damage. is format is all the more important to
the Qur’an, as the Word of God must be protected from any defilement. As men oned above, by at
least the twelh cen¤ry, copyists used a mistara to set the text properly in the matn. ey wrote on
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the horizontal lines (also called the baselines),
oen piling up le¡ers, syllables, and words at
the end in order not to extend the Qur’anic text
into the margin. As a result, the reader has the
impression that the Qur’anic text is enclosed
within an invisible frame. Although a few examples from earlier periods are known, only in
fourteenth-cen¥ry Iran were the borders of the
matn defined with colored and gilded lines.38
§ese ruled borders, called jadwal lines, were
always added aer the copy was completed, and
they served as a liminal demarca¨on, separa¨ng
what was si¥ated inside the matn (the text of
the Qur’an) from what was located outside in
the margins (what was not the Qur’an). Before
the Il-Khanid period, only some parts of the
text (mainly the beginning and the end) were
framed with illuminated sªips rather than
lines to highlight their importance. Aer the
mid-fourteenth cen¥ry, the reverse occurred:
the Qur’anic text on the page was isolated with
jadwal lines. §e page now had two visually
dis¨nct zones. §e prac¨ce of “framing” spread
during the Timurid and Turkman periods, and
aer the sixteenth cen¥ry became the norm
for Safavid and O¡oman Qur’ans.
§e consªaints of the jus¨fica¨on (also
called linea¨on) highlight the way the calligrapher inscribed the Qur’anic text on a line, by
compressing the text and reducing the space
between le¡ers, which could ul¨mately result in wri¨ng the last word or le¡ers ver¨cally, to
ensure the text fits the frame (cat. 23, fig. 8). In other words, the rela¨onship of the Qur’anic text
to the matn became such an inªinsic part of the visual code that it ul¨mately gave the page a dual
na¥re: a sacred area surrounded by a profane zone. If one considers the codex as a whole, the same
principles apply to any words before the first sura and aer the last one, which are not part of the
Revealed Message. It also explains the different scripts chosen for Qur’anic and non-Qur’anic texts,
such as prayers (du‘a), divina¨on tables (falnama), the dedica¨on, and ex libris. Indeed, the Qur’anic

7.
Single-volume Qur’an,
sura 114. Calligrapher
Shah Mahmud Nishapuri
and illuminator Hasan
al-Baghdadi. Iran, probably Tabriz and Herat,
Safavid period, 1538.
Topkapı Palace Museum
Library, H.S.25, f. 360b.

text is always wri¡en in a calligraphic s³le that is dis¨nct from the ones used for inscrip¨ons and
exªa texts, whether located within or outside the matn. Furthermore, the size of the Qur’anic text
is always larger than the script used for addi¨ons. §ese fea¥res underscore how calligraphers
established a hierarchy of value within a mushaf and visually rendered, in an unequivocal way,
the primacy of the Divine Word.
As a result of these developments, the preeminence of calligraphy as the undisputed and
supreme form of art in the Islamic world became inexªicably linked to the Qur’an. Special and
care¸l a¡en¨on was paid to the fact that the Word of God had to be ªanscribed without altera¨on.
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8.
Sections of a thir-part
Qur’an, sura 21:3–6.
Iraq, Baghdad, Il-Khanid
period, ca. 1307–8.
Museum of Turkish and
Islamic Arts, TIEM 538,
ff. 147b-148a (cat. 23).
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9.
Single-volume Qur’an
(detail). Calligrapher
Abu’l-Qasim Ali ibn
Abdallah. Probably eastern Iran or present-day
Afghanistan, Ghaznavid
period, circa 1020–30.
Museum of Turkish and
Islamic Arts, Istanbul,
TIEM 449, f. 78a (cat. 13).

A sumpous mushaf commissioned by the Mamluk sultan al-Nasir Muhammad and dated 1313–14
(AH 713) (cat. 37) is a rare example that provides the name of the reviewer, who was a different from
the calligrapher. When an error was made, there were several ways to correct it. In the copy by
Abu’l-Qasim Ali (cat. 13, fig. 9), mistakes were covered with an illuminated band. Later soluons
included pasng a sip of paper over them and copying the correct wording.39 e most frequent
“errors,” however, were omissions of words. In these instances, the omissions were inscribed into
the margins. e development of jadwal frames in the fourteenth cenry created an ingenious
way for a£aching marginal text to the matn. In a Qur’an dated 1340–41 (AH 741) and copied in
muhaqqaq by Arghun al-Kamili, a disciple of Yaqut al-Musta‘simi (cat. 26, fig. 10) an omi£ed word
on the penulmate line was added right above the place it was supposed to appear. It was wri£en
with the same pen used for inscribing the vocalizaon. e lack of space on the final line meant
that the last word of the sura was anscribed vercally within the implied ruling.
When jadwal lines were aced, they careªlly avoided covering the large gold diacrical
sokes that ran above the words. us, the ruled border encompasses the word within the matn.
is idea is ªrther developed in subsequent copies. In a Mamluk Qur’an from the late fi«eenth
cenry (cat. 41), the ªll verse 68 of sura Yusuf (Joseph) was le« out and added later in the margin.
Here again, the text, perpendicular to the matn, is penned in a smaller naskh than what is used for
the Qur’anic text. Jadwal lines frame the marginal addion. As a result, although the cartouche is
physically located in the margin, it belongs to the matn.
Another text in the matn might be a anslaon in Persian or Turkish, a feare that appeared
in some Qur’ans a«er the eleventh cenry in Iran and Iraq (cat. 19, 22)40; as well as in Turkey and
in Egypt (cat. 41). Interlinear text might also be anscribed in another s´le of script; in an O£oman
mushaf dated 1457–58 (AH 862; cat. 53), the Arabic is in a large and bold muhaqqaq, while the Persian
anslaon is penned in a small, angular naskh. Explanaons and anslaons of Arabic words in
vernacular languages, which are occasionally added to the end of volumes, are somemes copied
in the same script as the Qur’anic text. However, as they are not the Word of God — the language
of the Qur’an is Arabic only — the size of the le£ers is smaller, and the text usually is wri£en on
a diagonal.
Other non-Qur’anic elements within the matn are also inserted in a way that signals their
difference. ese elements include le£ers and abbreviaons for puncaon and variant readings,
which are usually rendered in a different ink color than the main text and placed above the lines
of wring. Medieval copies o«en feare signs of several qira’at, somemes all of them at once.
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10.
Single-volume Qur’an,
sura 107:1–4 (detail).
Calligrapher Arghun
al-Kamili. Probably Iraq,
Baghdad, Jalayirid
period, 1340–41. Museum
of Turkish and Islamic
Arts, TIEM 452, f. 371b
(cat. 26).

A er the second half of the fi eenth cenry, however, the number of variant readings in a copy
of the Qur’an narrowed down to two or three and, a er circa 1600, they were completely omied,
especially from Ooman copies (cat. 62, 63). Only one variant reading was consequently used — the
one found later in the 1923–24 Cairo edion.
Sura tles are another important non-Qur’anic feare within the text area. ey can be
integrated into illuminated unwans or wrien simply across the page. In both cases, the name of
the chapter, the number of verses, and the place of its revelaon are inscribed in a different script
than the Qur’anic text. Finally, the colophon, which acknowledges the compleon of a copy and
somemes provides the name of the calligrapher and the place and date of producon, also falls into
the category of non-Qur’anic feares. Colophons always follow the last sura. A er the eleventh
cenry, several examples su¤est that they could be wrien in the same script than the Qur’anic
text. 41 Nevertheless, certain visual elements always differenate the colophon from the Qur’anic
text. It can be set in a gold cartouche (cat. 62) or separated by a simple gold line or an unwan, o en
inscribed with the ¦adional invocaon nong that the reading of the Qur’an has been completed
(cat. 21). e colophon in a Jalayirid mushaf dated 1385 (AH 787), which was both copied and illuminated by the same arst, combines these different feares (cat. 27, fig. 11). Supporng the idea of
the matn as a sacred space in which non-Qur’anic content is disnguished, colophons o en were
copied in a different script, such as thuluth (cat. 63) or more frequently tawqi‘ (cat. 33, 60). In other
instances, the text is wrien diagonally (cat. 62) or placed within a shape, such as a ¦iangle (cat. 61).
Borders, or emp¬ areas that protected the matn, soon became naral places for presenng
ex¦a Qur’anic elements. Marginal text seldom appears in deluxe manuscripts and generally
consists of commentary on variant readings. In the Qur’an copied in Baghdad in 1204 (cat. 19),
the calligrapher used a different script, a small naskh wrien in brown ink, and displayed the text
in blocks of a few lines or in original zigzag lines. e most common devices indicate numerical
divisions: markers of five and ten verses and the juz and its subdivisions. When those markers are
simply wrien in the margins, they are ¦anscribed in another script and color so they cannot be
mistaken for Qur’anic text (cat. 59).
Every copy includes different mofs with specific ³ncons, but the system and s¬le adopted
for each mushaf remain consistent throughout. Illuminaon became the essenal marginal
component, not only for highlighng the Qur’an’s text divisions and the “architecre of the page”
but also ulmately for disnguishing its sacred and profane components. 42 Although rarely noted, the two spheres seem to be in¦insic to Qur’anic manuscripts and one of their most essenal
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characteriscs. e contours of the matn, which
became gradually visible through the means of jadwal
lines, represent the border between the two. e idea
of different concepal zones on a page of the Qur’an
finds its ulmate expression in a juz completed in
1310 (AH 710) (cat. 24, fig. 12). Here, the Qur’anic
text is anscribed in majesc gold muhaqqaq and
arranged in five lines per page. e final one includes
the last line of the matn and the colophon, which is
wrien in small gold rayhan script and enclosed in
a frame. e reader is le with the impression that
the sacredness of the Word of God radiates and fills
the enre page, while the profane and non-Quranic
element is confined within a framed rectangle.

Conclusion
Over the course of about seven cenries, between the
years 1000 and 1700, the Qur’an codex underwent a
emendous evoluon. From Egypt to Afghanistan,
arsts of the book, primarily calligraphers, developed
original soluons and refined the visual presentaons of the Word of God. Two parallel formats
became the norm: the one-volume mushaf of modest
or large size and the mulvolume copy, generally
in thir secons, whose dimensions increased
with me beginning in the fourteenth cenry. e
layout and design of the book was oen determined
by its desnaon, depending on whether it was
11.
Single-volume Qur’an,
suras 113–114. Calligrapher and illuminator
Al-Hajj Majd al-Din ibn
Ahmad al-Qazvini. Iran,
Tabriz or Iraq, Baghdad,
Jalayirid period, 1385.
Museum of Turkish and
Islamic Arts, Istanbul,
TIEM 11, f. 318a (cat. 27).

commissioned for personal or public use. In both instances, the ncon had an impact on the
arrangement of the text and the selecon of the script(s).
Aer the sixteenth cenry, however, Qur’anic manuscripts became more standardized, and
comprised single-volume codices. At first glance, a monumental Safavid copy (cat. 52), dated 1599
(AH 1007) and wrien in nine lines per page in muhaqqaq, which alternate between black and gold,
looks different from a large Ooman mushaf (cat. 63), completed in 1644, with thirteen lines of text
per page in black naskh. Yet both manuscripts represent the idea of a “standardized mushaf.” Despite
their slisc variaons, the two relavely plain copies are indeed quite similar. e matn contains
only Qur’anic text, oen in one of the variant readings, without the paraphernalia of signs noted in

12. Opposite
Section of a thir-part
Qur’an, sura 33:29–30.
Calligrapher Ali ibn
Muhammad al-Alawi
al-Husayni. Iraq, Mosul,
Il-Khanid period, 1310.
Museum of Turkish and
Islamic Arts, Istanbul,
TIEM 540, f. 57a (cat. 24).
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earlier copies. Few elements appear in the margins; usually these are small illuminated medallions
that mark the juz, hizb, and every fih or tenth verse. Only the opening double page, with the first
sura on the right and the beginning of the second one on the le, are lly illuminated. Omied
from these copies are the marginal decoraons that pically indicate other numerical divisions
and addional glossed text.
e process of visual codificaon, or simplificaon of the mushaf — noceable in fieenthcenry copies from Mamluk Egypt, Timurid Iran, and Ooman Anatolia — was lly achieved by
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13.
Single-volume Qur’an,
sura 19:36–37 (detail).
Calligrapher Khan
Ahmad Sayri. Iran,
Shiraz, Safavid period,
1599. Museum of Turkish
and Islamic Arts, TIEM
531, f. 263a (cat. 52).

the seventeenth cenry. 43 It evenally culminated in the 1923–24 Cairo edion, whose formal
appearance relied on principles already visible in the relavely plain Safavid and Ooman copies.
Yet there are ndamental feares in the anscribed manuscripts that are not conveyed in the
printed copy. Each manuscript is sll unique with its own format, page layout, and calligraphy.
No two Qur’ans present the same program of marginal devices and non-Qur’anic text, if there
is any. e illuminaon may be similar in sle, but it is never idencal; even within one mushaf,
sura headings are oen differenated in format and design. All these feares are nowhere to be
seen in the Cairo edion or the subsequent printed edions of the Qur’an, which offer a plain,
standardized, and indisnguishable look. eir mechanically reproduced appearance rther represents a disrupon with the millenary adion of manually producing Qur’ans. e character of each
mushaf rested upon the talents and sle of the calligrapher and the illuminator, with occasional
“imperfecons,” such as correcons, addions, or omissions in the text and its decoraon. (cat.
63, fig. 13). In this way, each handwrien Qu’ran manuscript narrates a singular and visually
memorable story.
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